Deceptions of the Heart

What would you do if one morning you
awoke in someone elses body? Surviving
as Jennifer Cristobal isnt easy for Rhonda
Prentiss. Three years ago, a sudden, fatal
trauma
stripped
Rhonda
of
her
middle-class, stay-at-home mom existence.
A brand new shock prompts Rhondas
essence to invade Jennifers soul,
suppressing the other womans memories
and replacing them with her own. When
Jennifers heart transplant surgeon, Dr.
Crane, cantor wonthelp her understand her
unusual body-swapping dilemma, she turns
to the only man she can trust. But can she
fully trust Jennifers husband, Anson?
Multiple threats from her past shake her
fragile hold on mental stability. If one of
her enemies succeeds, he will kill Rhondas
soul or Jennifers body or both.
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